We prove that Jormakka's classical solution of the Yang-Mills equations for the Minkowskian R 1,3 can be quantized to field maps satisfying Wightman's axioms of Constructive Quantum Field Theory and that the spectrum of the corresponding Hamilton operator is positive and bounded away from zero except for the case of the vacuum state which has vanishing energy level. By continuity this implies the existence of a mass gap for any four dimensional quantum Yang-Mills theory on the Minkoswki space, provided this theory exists. The positive mass gap result holds true at second quantization level as well, two of eights Wightman's axioms don't. The (virtual) particles corresponding to all solution fields are fermionic ghosts.
Introduction
Yang-Mills fields, which are also called gauge fields, are used in modern physics to describe physical fields that play the role of carriers of an interaction (cf. [EoM02] ). Thus, the electromagnetic field in electrodynamics, the field of vector bosons (carriers of the weak interaction in the Weinberg-Salam theory of electrically weak interactions), and finally, the gluon field (the carrier of the strong interaction) are described by Yang-Mills fields. The gravitational field can also be interpreted as a Yang-Mills field (see [DP75] ).
The idea of a connection as a field was first developed by H. Weyl (1917) , who also attempted to describe the electromagnetic field in terms of a connection. In 1954, C.N. Yang and R.L. Mills (cf. [MY54] ) suggested that the space of intrinsic degrees of freedom of elementary particles (for example, the isotropic space describing the two degrees of freedom of a nucleon that correspond to its two pure states, proton and neutron) depends on the points of space-time, and the intrinsic spaces corresponding to different points are not canonically isomorphic.
In geometrical terms, the suggestion of Yang and Mills was that the space of intrinsic degrees of freedom is a vector bundle over space-time that does not have a canonical trivialization, and physical fields are described by cross-sections of this bundle. To describe the differential evolution equation of a field one has to define a connection in the bundle, that is, a trivialization of the bundle along the curves in the base. Such a connection with a fixed holonomy group describes a physical field (usually called a Yang-Mills field). The equations for a free YangMills field can be deduced from a variational principle. They are a natural non-linear generalization of Maxwell's equations.
Field theory does not give the complete picture. Since the early part of the 20th century, it has been understood that the description of nature at the subatomic scale requires quantum mechanics, where classical observables correspond to typically non commuting self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space and classic notions as "the trajectory of a particle" do not apply. Since fields interact with particles, it became clear by the late 1920s that an internally coherent account of nature must incorporate quantum concepts for fields as well as for particles. When doing this components of fields at different points in space-time become non-commuting operators.
The most important Quantum Field Theories describing elementary particle physics are gauge theories formulated in terms of a principal fibre bundle over the Minkowskian space-time with particular choices of the structure group. They are depicted in Table 1 .
In order for Quantum Chromodynamics to completely explain the observed world of strong interactions, the theory must imply: (GUT) and electromagnetism Table 1 : Gauge Theories
• Mass gap: There must exist some positive constant ∆ such that the excitation of the vacuum state has energy at least ∆. This would explain why the nuclear force is strong but short-ranged.
• Quark confinement: The physical particle states corresponding to proton, neutron and pion must be SUp3q-invariant. This would explain why individual quarks are never observed.
• Chiral symmetry breaking: In the limit for vanishing quark-bare masses the vacuum is invariant under a certain subgroup of the full symmetry group that acts on the quark fields. This is needed to account for the "current algebra" theory of soft pions.
The seventh CMI-Millenium prize problem is the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. For any compact simple Lie group G there exists a nontrivial Yang-Mills theory on the Minkowskian R 1,3 , whose quantization satisfies Wightman's axiomatic properties of Constructive Quantum Field Theory and has a mass gap ∆ ą 0.
The conjecture is explained in [JW04] and commented in [Do04] and in [Fad05] . To our knowledge this conjecture is unproved. There have been serious attempts by Jormakka ([Jo10] ) and Dynin ([Dy13] ). See also the work of Frasca ([Fr07] ). The main contribution of this paper is the proof of the following result. Theorem 1.1. There exist a nontrivial Yang-Mills connection on the Minkowskian R 1,3 such that the corresponding field maps satisfy Wightman's axioms of Constructive Quantum Field Theory and the spectrum of the Hamilton operator contains 0 as simple eigenvalue for the vacuum eigenstate and has a spectral gap i.e. specpHq Ă t0u Y r∆,`8r for a constant ∆ ą 0.
When the author proved the theorem, he first thought to have proven Conjecture 1. Smolin ([Sm14] ) highlighted that these are two different problems, being Conjecture 1 the more difficult problem. Theorem 5.1has a very important consequence.
Corollary 1.2. Let us assume that G is a compact simple Lie group for which a nontrivial Yang-Mills theory on the Minkowskian R 1,3 exists. Then, this theory has a mass gap ∆ ą 0.
Jormakka constructs solutions of the classical Yang-Mills equations but does not completely verify all Wightman's axioms and concludes by an argument requiring generalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues that there is no positive spectral gap. We believe this last conclusion is wrong. His aim was to tackle Conjecture 1 but analyzed the problem solved in Theorem 5.1. Dynin provides a context for non perturbative quantum field theory in nuclear Kree-Gelfand triples, solves the Yang-Mills equation on Euclidean balls and presents the anti-normal quantization of the Yang-Mills energy-mass functional in Kree-Gelfand triples proving the existence of a positive spectral gap. Frasca proves by means of perturbation theory that in the limit of the coupling constant going to infinity a quantized Yang-Mills theory is equivalent to λφ 4 theory with the dynamics ruled just by a homogeneous equation. He therefore proves that there exist a spectral gap in the strong coupling limit. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Yang-Mills equations and Jormakka's solution for the Minkowskian R 1`3 . Section 3 introduces Dirac Bundles, Dirac operators and their spectra. Section 4 depicts Wightman's axioms of Constructive Quantum Field Theory, which are verified in Sections 5 where Jormakka's fields are quantized and the existence of a positive mass gap proven. Section 6 concludes.
Yang-Mills Connections

Definitions, Existence and Uniqueness
A Yang-Mills connection is a connection in a principal fibre bundle over a (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold whose curvature satisfies the harmonicity condition i.e. the Yang-Mills equation.
Definition 1 (Yang-Mills Connection). Let P be a principal G-fibre bundle over a (pseudo-)Riemannian m-dimensional manifold pM, gq, and let V be the vector bundle associated with P and C K , induced by the representation ρ : G Ñ GLpC K q. A connection on the principal fibre bundle P is Lie-algebra G valued one form A on M . It defines a connection ∇ for the vector bundle V , i.e. an operator acting on the space of cross sections of V . The vector bundle connection ∇ can be extended to an operator d : Γp
The operator δ ∇ : Γp
where˚denotes the Hodge-star operator.
A connection A in a principal fibre bundle P is called a Yang-Mills field if the curvature F :" dA`A^A, considered as a 2-form with values in the vector bundle G, satisfies the Yang-Mills equations
or, equivalently
where R ∇ pX, Y q :" ∇ X ∇ Y´∇Y ∇ X´∇rX,Y s denotes the curvature of the vector bundle V and is a 2-form with values in V .
Remark 2.1 (Representations of Connections on Vector and Principle Fibre Bundles). Since the connection A is a Lie algebra G valued 1-form on M , the fields A j pxq :" ř K s"1 A s j pxqt k define by means of the tangential map T e ρ : G Ñ LpC K q of the representation ρ : G Ñ GLpC K q, fields of endomorphisms T e ρA 1 , . . . , T e ρA m P LpV x q for the bundle V . Given a basis of the Lie algebra G denoted by tt 1 , . . . , t K u, the endomorphisms tw s :" T e ρ.t s u s"1,...,K in LpC K q have matrix representations with respect to a local basis tv s pxqu s"1,...,K denoted by rw s s tvspxqu . Being ρ a representation, T e ρ has maximal rank and the endomorphism are linearly independent. Given a local basis te j pxqu j"1,...,m for x P U Ă M , the Christoffel symbols of the connection ∇ are locally defined by the equation
holding on U and satisfy the equalities
Given a local vector field v " ř K s"1 f s v s in V | U and a local vector field e in T M | U the connection ∇ has a local representation
where ω is an element of T˚U | U Â LpV | U q ie. an endomorphism valued 1´form satisfying
The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the Yang-Mills equations in the Minkowski space have been first established by Segal (cf. [Seg78] and [Seg79] ), who proves that the corresponding Cauchy problem encoding initial regular data has always a unique local and global regular solution. He proves as well that the temporal gauge (A 0 " 0) chosen to express the solution does not affect generality, because any solution of the Yang-Mills equation can be carried to one satisfying the temporal gauge. This subject has been undergoing intensive research, improving the original results. For example in [EM82] Jormakka constructs real Yang-Mills fields in four dimensions, which fulfills a space gauge (A 3 " 0) instead of the temporal one. As a matter of fact he proves with elementary computations
j be a connection on the principal fibre bundle P with simple structure group G over the Minkowskian R 1,3 , and tt 1 , . . . , t K u a basis of the Lie algebra G. If we choose
where s k , β P R and c 0 :" ? 2
then we obtain a solution of the Yang-Mills equations.
Remark 2.2. Any choice of fixed s :" ps 1 , . . . , s K q P R K and β P R leads to a Yang-Mills connection in R 1,3 . Being the endomorphisms tw s u s"1,...,K linearly independent, this connection is trivial if and only if s " 0.
Dirac Bundles
The purpose of this chapter is to recall some basic definitions concerning the theory of Dirac operators in the pseudoriemannian case, establishing the necessary self contained notation and introducing the standard examples. The general references for Riemannian manifolds are [LM89] , [BW93] , [BGV96] and [Bä91] . For the pseudoriemannian case we follow [Ba81] .
Dirac Bundle
Definition 2. (Pseudoriemannian manifold) Let M be an m-dimensional differentiable manifold. A pseudoriemannian structure on M is a symmetric, non degenerate element of T˚M Â T˚M . The signature of g is denoted by pn, kq, where n and k are the number of positive, and respectively negative, eigenvalues. A local pseudoorthonormal field for an open U Ă M is a set te j u j"1,...,m of sections of T M | U such that gpe i , e j q " κpiqδ i,j where κpiq :"
Definition 3. (Dirac Bundle) The quadruple pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq, where (i) V is a complex (real) vector bundle over the pseudoriemannian manifold pM, gq with pseudohermitian (pseudoriemannian) structure x¨,¨y,
(iii) γ : ClpM, gq Ñ HompV q is a real algebra bundle homomorphism from the Clifford bundle over M to the real bundle of complex (real) endomorphisms of V , i.e. V is a bundle of Clifford modules, is said to be a Dirac bundle, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(iv) γpvq˚"´γpvq, @v P T M i.e. the Clifford multiplication by tangent vectors is fiberwise skew-adjoint with respect to the pseudohermitian (pseudoriemannian) structure x¨,¨y.
(v) ∇x¨,¨y " 0 i.e. the connection is Leibnizian. In other words it satisfies the product rule:
(vi) ∇γ " 0 i.e. the connection is a module derivation. In other words it satisfies the product rule:
Among the different geometric structures on pseudoriemanniann manifolds satisfying the definition of a Dirac bundle (cf. [Gil95] for the Riemannian case) the canonical example is the spinor bundle. 2. s is a spin structure for M , i.e. for m ě 3 s is a Spinpn, kq principal fibre bundle over M , admitting a double covering map π : s Ñ SOpM ; n, kq such that the following diagram commutes:
where SOpM ; n, kq denotes the SOpn, kq principal fiber bundle of the oriented basis of the tangential spaces, and Θ : Spinpn, kq Ñ SOpn, kq the canonical double covering. The maps sˆSpinpn, kq Ñ s and SOpM ; n, kqŜ Opn, kq Ñ SOpM ; n, kq describe the right action of the structure groups Spinpn, kq and SOpn, kq on the principal fibre bundles s and SOpM ; n, kq respectively.
The vector bundle over M associated to the spin structure s with respect to the spin representation
is called spinor bundle over M .
Example 3.1. (Spinor bundle as a Dirac bundle) Let pM, g, sq be a spin manifold of dimension m. We can make the spinor bundle into a Dirac bundle by the following choices:
• V :" ΣM : spinor bundle, rankpV q " l,
• x¨,¨y: pseudohermitian structure induced by the standard pseudohermitian product in C l (which is Spinpn, kq-invariant) and by the representation ρ,
• ∇ " ∇ Σ : spin connection = lift of the Levi-Civita connection to the spinor bundle,
• Real algebra homorphism γ : T M ÝÑ HompV q v Þ ÝÑ γpvq, where γpvqϕ :" v¨ϕ and¨is the Clifford product.
We identified T M with SOpM ; n, kqα R m (α is the standard representation of R m ) and ΣM with sρ C l . The map γ extends uniquely to a real algebra bundle endomorphism γ : ClpM, gq ÝÑ HompV q.
Example 3.2. (Exterior algebra bundle as a Dirac Bundle) Let pM, gq be a pseudoriemannian manifold of dimension m. The tangent and the cotangent bundles are identified by the 5-map defined by v 5 pwq :" gpv, wq. Its inverse is denoted by 7. The exterior algebra can be seen as a Dirac bundle after the following choices:
• x¨,¨y: pseudoriemannian structure induced by g,
• ∇: lift of the Levi Civita connection,
• Real algebra homorphism
where extpvqϕ :" v 5^ϕ and intpvqϕ :" ϕpv,¨q.
The map γ extends uniquely to a real algebra bundle endomorphism γ : ClpM, gq ÝÑ HompV q. This example can be generalized to the twiste bundle ΛpM q Â W , where W is a vector bundle over M .
Dirac Operator and Dirac Laplacian
Definition 5. Let pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq be a Dirac bundle over the pseudoriemannian manifold pM, gq. The Dirac operator Q :
The square of the Dirac operator
The closures of Q and Q 2 (denoted likewise) have domains of definition DpQq :" H 1 pM, V q and DpQ 2 q :" H 2 pM, V q, the Sobolev spaces.
Proposition 3.1. The Dirac operator is a first order differential operator over M . Its leading symbol is given by the Clifford multiplication:
where ı :" ?´1 . The Dirac operator has the following local representation:
for a local pseudoorthonormal frame te 1 , . . . , e m u for T M | U and a section ϕ P C 8 pM, V q. The Dirac Laplacian is a second order partial differential operator over M . Its leading symbol is given by the Riemannian metric:
Spectrum
We consider Dirac bundles over compact manifolds, possibly with boundary. The existence of a regular discrete spectral resolution for both Dirac and Dirac Laplacian operators under the appropriate boundary conditions is a special case of the standard elliptic boundary problems theory developed by Seeley ([See66] , [See69] ) and Greiner ([Gre70] , [Gre71] ). The general references are [Gru96] and [Hö85] . See [BW93] and [Gil95] for the specific case of the Dirac and Dirac Lapacian operators over a Riemannian manifold.
There are essential spectral differences between the Riemannian and the pseudoriemannian manifolds. Beside [Ba81] we follow [DPR13] . While in the Riemannian case the spectrum of the Dirac operator specpQq is real and has no residual spectrum, in the actual pseudoriemannian case the Dirac operator is neither elliptic nor symmetric. As a matter of fact Theorem 3.2. The spectrum of the Dirac operator for a Dirac bundle over a pseudoriemannian manifold without boundary satifies following properties:
• The continuous spectrum spec c pQq lies in C symmetrically with respect to R.
• The union of point and residual spectra spec p pQq Ť spec r pQq lies in C symmetrically with respect to R.
• The complex conjugate of the residual spectrum lies in the point spectrum spec r pQq Ă spec p pQq.
• If λ P spec p pQq is an isolated eigenvalue with multiplicity l, so is its complex conjugate λ.
How can we find a selfadjoint operator in the pseudoriemannian case which would play the role of a Dirac operator? The problem has been thoroughly analyzed and solved in [DPR13] by introducing a Krein space accounting for the decomposition of the indefinite inner product into a positive and a negative definite component, introducing a decomposition for the space L 2 pM, V q and linear operators acting on it.
Definition 6 (Wick Rotation). The Dirac operator Q gets a real and an imaginary part defined as
and the operator
is termed as Wick rotation of the original Dirac operator Q.
Theorem 3.3. The Wick rotation of the Dirac operator Q V over a boundaryless manifold is selfadjoint. If the manifold is compact, Q V has a pure point spectrum.
Spectral Lower bounds
In this subsection we show a technique introduced in [Far14] allowing to estimate the lower spectral part of a Dirac operator over a riemannian manifold in terms of the spectra of a finite cover under the appropriate boundary conditions. The original idea in the case of differential forms is due to Cheeger but unpublished, based on the Meyer-Vietoris scheme, was carried out in [Go93] . In order to extend it to the set up of Dirac bundles, a Dirac complex as in non commutative differential geometry is introduced, as well as appropriate elliptic local boundary conditions for both Dirac and Dirac Laplacian. Concepts like derivation and coderivation and boundary conditions like absolute and relative ones can be extended from the context of differential forms to that of Dirac sections. Let us assume that pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq is a Dirac bundle over the Riemannian manifold pM, gq with normalized orientation S, and that there exists a bundle isomorphism T on V with T 2 " 1 such that γ :" iT γ anticommutes with γ and with the Dirac operator Q. The tuple pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γ, γq defines a p1, 1q-Dirac bundle structure with corresponding Dirac operators Q and Q. The operators
can be seen derivative and coderivative on M, while the zero-order boundary operators
play the role of the absolute (B´) and relative (B`) boundary conditions on BM for the Dirac operator Q. The Dirac Laplacian can be decomposed as
and the corresponding first order boundary operators read as:
Theorem 3.4 (Orthogonal Decomposition of Dirac Sections). Let pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq be a Dirac bundle over the Riemannian manifold pM, gq, C 8 pM, V q denote the Dirac spinors, i.e. the differentiable sections of V , H B˘p M, V q the harmonic, Ω d B˘p M, V q the exact and Ω δ B¯p M, V q the coexact Dirac sections satisfying the absolute (B´) and the relative (B`) boundary conditions. Then, the following orthogonal decomposition holds:
Lemma 3.5. Let λ P specpP C˘q be a non zero eigenvalue of the Dirac Laplacian under absolute or relative boundary conditions for a Riemannian manifold, and Then:
3. E Corollary 3.6. The spectrum of the Dirac Laplacian for a Riemannian manifold can be decomposed as
The multiplicity of zero is the dimension of the absolute or relative, respectively, Dirac Cohomology. The multiplicity of an eigenvalue λ ą 0 is the sum of its multiplicities as exact and coexact eigenvalue.
Thus, to study the Dirac Laplacian and hence the Dirac spectrum in the Riemannian case, it suffices to study the spectrum of exact Dirac sections, whose eigenvalues allow for the following minimax characterization. 
where L varies over all i-dimensional subspaces of Ω B´p M, V q.
Proof. We take any ϕ P Ω B´p M, V q such that dϕ " η. By Theorem 3.4, any Dirac section ϕ splits into the orthogonal sum ϕ " h ' dα ' δβ, where h is an harmonic section, and α, β Dirac sections. Set ψ :" δβ P Ω After having proved for the Riemannian case the variational characterization of Dirac Laplacian eigenvalues on exact sections satisfying the absolute boundary conditions, we possess now the technical tools to show Theorem 3.8 (Spectral Lower Bounds by Dissection). Let pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq be a Dirac bundle over the Riemannian manifold pM, gq with Dirac operator Q. Assume the existence of a a bundle isomorphism T on V with T 2 " 1 anticommuting with γ and with Q. Let pU j q K j"0 be a collection of closed sets whose interiors cover M . Choose and fix pρ j q K j"1 a subordinate partition of unity and set
For any closed set U Ă M let λpU q denote the smallest positive eigenvalue of the Dirac operator on sections satisfying the absolute boundary condition B´on BU . Then, the N -th positive eigenvalue of the Dirac operator over M has the following positive lower bound:
This is the generalization Cheeger's technique for the Laplacian on differential forms ( [Go93] ) carried out in [Far14] . Since this is a not yet published result, we show the proof here below.
Proof. Let tΦ i u iě0 be an orthonormal basis of exact Dirac section in C 8 pM, V q, where, for all i ě 0 Φ i " dχ i and χ i is coexact and thus unique. Therefore:
Then, for every Φ P SpanptΦ i u i"0,...,N q, i.e. Φ " ř N i"0 a i Φ i , there exists a unique χ P Spanptχ i u i"0,...,N q, namely χ " ř N i"0 a i χ i , such that dχ " Φ. The uniqueness follows from the vanishing of a section which is at the same time exact and coexact. Moreover,
for all ψ such that dψ " Φ P SpanptΦ i u i"0,...,N q. As a matter of fact, by Theorem 3.4 ψ " h ' dα ' δβ. By denoting χ :" δβ, we have that dχ " Φ and pψ, ψq " ph, hq`pdα, dαq`pχ, χq ď pχ, χq and, hence, inequality (32). Therefore, a lower bound on pΦ,Φq pψ,ψq for any par of Φ, ψ with dψ " Φ P SpanptΦ i u i"0,...,N q will give a lower bound on µ N .
We will construct a Dirac section ψ satisfying dψ " Φ in such a way that the L 2 -norm of ψ is controlled in terms of the L 2 -norm of Φ. In order to do this we will be forced at two points during the proof to make specific choices for the coefficients a i 's. Let us consider the following diagram
Thereby, we utilize the notation:
• r: the restriction operator, which restricts global Dirac sections on M to each open set of the cover according to
• s: the difference operator, which maps ω P Π α0,...,αp ΩpU α0,...,αp q with components ω α0,...,αp P ΩpU α0,...,αp q is defined as psωq α0,...,αp :"
where α 0 , . . . ,α i , . . . , α p means that the index α i has been dropped from the index sequence α 0 , . . . , α p .
The rows in diagram (33) are exact but the columns are not (in general). Since we are interested in lower bounds for exact Dirac sections, we will pick Φ P SpanptΦ i u i"0,...,N q, the first N exact eigensections. We restrict now Φ by means of r to get tΦ i u i P Π i ΩpU i q. Since Φ is exact, we can choose tψ i u i P Π i ΩpU i q so that dψ i " Φ i . Now, we can use the fact that we have a lower eigenvalue bound for exact sections on U i for all i to choose ψ i 's with bounded L 2 norm. We will then piece together these ψ i 's into a section defined on all M . It is in general not true that ψ i " ψ j on U i,j , i.e. that stψ i u " 0. Therefore, we set tω i,j u " stψ i u, where ω i,j :" ψ i´ψj on U i,j . Notice that
so that, by Theorem 3.4, we can write
where h i,j is harmonic. We can choose appropriate coefficients a i 's for Φ " ř N i"0 a i Φ i ‰ 0 so that h i,j " 0. The dimension of the space of such Φ's will be at least N´N 1 " N 2`1 . We pick the unique coexact η i,j such that ω i,j " dη i,j . Therefore, by Proposition 3.7
Next, let us consider tν i,j,k u " stη i,j u " tpη j,k´ηi,k`ηi,j q| U i,j,k u for which
We want to replace the ψ i 's with some ψ i 's which are restrictions of a globally defined section on M and such that on U i
the exactness of the rows of diagram (33) would allow us, if all the ν i,j,k s were zero, to find tτ i u P Π i ΩpU i q so that stτ i u " tη i,j u " tτ j´τi | Ui,j u. An explicit choice is given by
where tρ j u j"0,...,K is the partition of unity subordinate to the cover tU j u j"0,...,K . However, so far we can only claim that dν i,j,k " 0, i.e. that ν i,j,k is closed. On the other hand ν i,j,k is coexact, i.e. ν i,j,k " δα i,j,k . The mapping
is linear in Φ, which is in a space of dimension at least N 2`1 . Therefore, we can choose Φ " ř N i"0 a i Φ i ‰ 0 such that ν i,j,k pΦq " 0 for all i, j, k.
As a matter of fact condition (44) represents N 2 linear equations in N 2`1 unknowns. So,
and, if we take ψ i :" ψ i´d τ i , then
Therefore, ψ i " ψ| Ui , where ψ is a globally defined section. Notice that dψ i "
it follows pΦ, Φq
A lower bound on the left hand side of inequality (48) will give a lower eigenvalue bound for exact sections on M . Note that all norms are L 2 -norms unless otherwise indicated, and are computed on the appropriate open sets.
Being Φ i the restriction of Φ to U i , the variational characterization of the eigenvalues in Proposition 3.7 implies
so that
Both operators Q andQ satisfy the product rule for all smooth functions f and sections ϕ
Qpf ϕq " γpgradf qϕ`f Qϕ andQpf ϕq "γpgradf qϕ`fQϕ,
so that the operator d :"
This formula allows to estimate }dτ i }:
Since η i,j fullfilling the condition (38) was chosen, we have
Assembling the inequalities (54), (53) and (50) into the definition of ψ i , we obtain
and therefore
Because of inequality (47) we finally obtain
which completes the proof.
What can we say in the pseudoriemannian case?
Corollary 3.9. Let pV, x¨,¨y, ∇, γq be a Dirac bundle over the pseudoriemannian manifold pM, gq with Dirac operator Q. Assume the existence of a a bundle isomorphism T on V with T 2 " 1 anticommuting with γ and with Q. Then, the spectral bound (30) holds true for the Wick rotation Q V of the Dirac operator.
Proof. Let T as in the corollary. Then we can define
Since Q and γ anticommute with T , so do Q V and γ V . A computation shows that
and that pdϕ, ψq´pϕ, δψq "´ż
where
denotes the boundary condition. The proof follows from here till the end the steps carried out in the proof of Theorem 3.8.
We look now at the case of the (twisted) Grassman algebra over a pseudoriemannian manifold introduced in Example 3.2.
Definition 7 (Generalized Cylinder). Let pM, gq be a pseudoriemannian manifold of dimension m. The pseudoriemannian manifold Z :" IˆM , where I denotes an interval of the real line, equipped with the pseudoriemannian metric g Z pu, xq :" du 2 b gpxq termed generalized cylinder.
It can easily proved that
Proposition 3.10. The original manifold and the generalized cylinder satisfy following properties:
1. For all v P T M the operators γ M pvq :" extpvq´intpvq and γ
Z`B
Bu˘a nticommute.
The operators
Bu˘" 0. We conclude that the (twisted) Grassmann bundle over a pseudoriemann manifold satisfies with T :" iγ
Bu˘t he assumptions of Corollary 3.9. Remark 3.1. For the purposes of this paper it is not necessary to prove Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 in their general version for an arbitrary Dirac bundle. It suffices to prove them for the Eulerian case Q :" d ∇`δ∇ , which directly follow from [Go93] for the case W :" MˆC and for the choice of vector isomorphism T " T 1 on W :" ΛpM q b C, leading to the decomposition d ∇ "
1`1 2 Q and δ ∇ " 1´1 2 Q and for which B´is the well-known absolute boundary condition for differential forms. The case where V is a generic vector bundle follows straightforwardly. Corollary 3.9 in this case is identical to Theorem 3.8, because the Wick rotation of the Euler operator is the Euler operator itself:
Note that, if we choose T " T 2 :" iγ
MˆR`B
Bu˘, we will obtain another additive decomposition of the Euler operator, different from the sum of standard derivative and coderivative, and another first order elliptic boundary condition, different from the absolute one. But both eigenvalue estimates will remain functionally the same, just referring to eigenvalues with different boundary conditions. (W1) Relativistic invariance of states: The representation U : P Ñ UpHq is strongly continuous.
(W2) Spectral condition: Let P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 be the infinitesimal generators of the one-parameter groups t Þ Ñ U pte j , Iq for j " 0, 1, 2, 3. The operators P 0 and P (W5) Regularity of fields: For all ψ 1 , ψ 2 P D the map ϕ Þ Ñ pψ 1 , Φpϕqψ 2 q (respectively, the maps ϕ Þ Ñ pψ 1 Φ j pϕqψ 2 q) are tempered distributions i.e. elements of S 1 pR 4 q.
(W6) Poincaré invariance: For all pa, Λq P P, ϕ P SpR 4 q and ψ P D the inclusion U pa, ΛqD Ă D must hold and (Scalar field case): The following equation must hold for all Λ P Op1, 3q
(Vectorial/Spinorial field case): There exists irreducible representations of SLp2, Cq on C d denoted by ρ 1 , . . . , ρ d and satisfying ρ j p´Iq " I such that for all Λ P SO`p1, 3q
where s denotes the spinor map s : SLp2, Cq Ñ SO`p1, 3q.
(W7) Microscopic casuality or local commutativity: Let ϕ, χ P SpR 4 q, whose supports are spacelike separated, i.e. φpxqχpyq " 0 if x´y is not in the positive light cone. Then, (Scalar field case): The images of the test functions by the map field must commute rΦpϕqpxq, Φpχqpyqs " 0.
(Vectorial/Spinorial field case): For any field map components k, l " 1, . . . , K and any field maps j, i " 1, . . . , d either the commutation
or the anticommutation
holds.
(W8) Cyclicity of the vacuum: The sets (Scalar field case): The set D 0 :" tΦpϕ 1 q¨¨¨Φpϕ n qψ 0 |ϕ j P SpR 4 , n P N 0 u is dense in H.
(Vectorial/Spinorial field case): The set D 0 :" tΨpϕ 1 q¨¨¨Ψpϕ n qψ 0 |ϕ j P SpR 4 q, Ψ P tΦ 1 , . . . , Φ n , Φ1 , . . . , Φnu, n P N 0 u is dense in H.
The Hamilton operator should be obtained by squaring the Dirac operator Q of the physical system described by the Dirac bundle V corresponding to the chosen gauge theory. Unfortunately, being the metric on the Minkowskian space-time Pseudoriemannian, it is not possible to directly define an Hilbert space L 2 pM, V q with a selfadjoint Dirac operator. Therefore we take the square of the Wick rotation of the Dirac operator H :" Q 2 V (cf. Subsection 3.3) for the Hamilton operator of the quantum system.
The dynamics of the quantized system obtained by Wightman's axioms is given by the Schrödinger equation
where ψ P H and H P OpHq is the Hamilton operator. The Wick rotation technique is utilized to pass from the Minkowskian to the Euclidean space and has been exploited by Osterwalder and Schrader (cf. [OS73] , [OS73Bis] ) to formulate axioms equivalent to Wightman's ones in terms of Euclidean Green's functions in order to define in [OS75] free Bose and Fermi fields and prove a Feynman-Kač formula for boson-fermion models. For a general overview see also [GJ81] .
Second Quantization
To extend a quantum mechanical model accounting for a fixed number of particles to one accounting for an arbitrary number, the following procedure is required.
Definition 9 (Second Quantization). Let H be the Hilbert space whose unit sphere corresponds to the possible pure quantum states of the system with a fixed number of particles. The Fock space F pHq :" À 8 n"0 H pnq where, H p0q :" C and H pnq :" H b¨¨¨H (n times tensor product) is the vector space representing the states of a quantum system with a variable number of particles. The vector Ω 0 :" p1, 0 . . . q P F pHq is called the vacuum vector. Given ψ P F pHq, we write ψ pnq for the orthogonal projection of ψ onto H pnq . The set F 0 consisting of those ψ such that ψ pnq " 0 for all sufficiently large n is a dense subspace of the Fock space.
A unitary operator U : H Ñ H can be uniquely extended to a unitary operator ΓpU q : F pHq Ñ F pHq as ΓpU q| H pnq :"
A selfadjoint operator A P OpHq with dense subspace DpAq Ă H can be uniquely extended to a selfadjoint operator dΓpAq P OpF pHqq as closure of the essentialy selfadjoint operator
where DpdΓpAqq :"
The operator dΓpAq is called the second quantization of A.
Quantization of Jormakka's Fields and Positive Mass Gap
We proceed now with the construction of field maps on the basis of Jormakka's solution of the classical Yang-Mills equation and verify that the Wightman's axioms are satisfied.
Pseudoriemannian manifold: M :" R 1,3 with the Minkowski metric tensor
Bundles over the manifold: P is a principle fibre bundle over M with simple and compact structure group G and associated vector bundle V .
Yang-Mills connection:
Jormakka's solution A of the Yang-Mills equation for P and respectively ∇ for V .
Vacuum state: ψ 0 :" 1 P H.
Dense subspace: The Sobolev space D :" H 1 pR 4 , V q.
Unitary representation of the Poincaré group: U pa, Λqψpxq :" ψpΛxà q.
Field maps: For j " 0, 1, 2, 3 the field maps are given by Φ j pϕqpxq :" A j pxqϕpxq, where the fields A j are defined as follows. Since the connection A is a Lie algebra G valued 1-form on M , the fields A j pxq :" ř K k"1 A k j pxqt k define by means of the tangential map T e ρ : G Ñ LpV x q of the representation ρ : G Ñ GLpC k q, fields of endomorphisms T e ρA 1 , . . . , T e ρA 4 for the bundle V . With respect to the basis tw k pxq :" T e ρ.t k u k"1,...,K the endomorphism A j pxq P LpV x q has the matrix representation
where s k , β P R and ρ j defined in Theorem 2.1.
Spinor map:
The vector spaces of Hermitian matrices H in C 2 and R 4 are isomorphically mapped by
The group SLp2, Cq acts on H by SLp2, CqˆH ÝÑ H pP, Xq Þ Ñ P.X :" P XP˚.
The spinor map is defined as s : SLp2, Cq ÝÑ SO`p1, 3q Proof. First we prove that Wightman's axioms are satisfied.
(W1): With the definition U pa, Λqψpxq :" ψpΛx`aq the strong continuity follows by Lebesgue's dominated convergence and the equality
which holds for all Λ, Λ 1 P SO`p1, 3q and all a, a 1 P R`ˆR 3 .
(W2): A computation of the infinitesimal generators shows that P j " (W6): For all pa, Λq P P the inclusion U pa, ΛqD Ă D holds, because Sobolev spaces are invariant under affine transformation of the domain. Given the field maps defined by Jormakka's fields, we look for homorphisms ρ 1 , . . . , ρ d with ρ j p´Iq "˘I such that for any pa, Λq P P, ϕ P SpR 4 q and ψ P D U pa, ΛqΦ j pϕqU pa, Λq´1ψ " ρ j ps´1pΛqqΦ j ppa, Λq.ϕqψ,
where s denotes the spinor map s : SLp2, Cq Ñ SO`p1, 3q. We will utilize equation (78) to construct the desired homomorphisms and prove that they are be irreducible representations of SLp2, Cq on C d .
After having inserted the matrix representation of equation (72) into (78) we obtain for all j " 0, 1, 2
which clearly defines a bundle isomorphism in GLpV q. Since Jormakka'sfield vanishes in the x 3 direction, for j " 3 equation (78) is satisfied for any irreducible representation ρ 3 . For j " 0, 1, 2 the maps
because for all L, N P SLp2, Cq
which is equivalent to e´β 2 ř 3 i"0 ppa,spLqq.p0,spN qq´p0,spIqqq̺ 
This is true because for all Λ, Θ in the Lorentz group Op1, 3q and all a P R 4 all three coefficients of Taylor's polynomial of the quadratic form
vanish, as it can be easily computed. Note that for j " 0, 1, 2
which means that the representations have half integer spin, while
accordingly to what representation is chosen. This is in line with the fact that gluons are integer spin particles. Equations (84) and (85) Finally, we prove the existence of a positive ∆ bounding the spectrum from below. Since the twisted Grassmann algebra V is a Dirac bundle over a pseudoriemannian manifold which can be embedded into a generalized cylinder, by Proposition 3.10, we can use Corollary 3.9 to find spectral lower bounds for M R :" "´R 2 ,`R 2 ‰ 4 pR ą 0q under the absolute boundary condition. We cover M R by overlapping hypercubes
We want to compute the eigenvalues for the selfadjoint operator
δ∇ on the cube U a under the absolute boundary condition, that is, we look for nontrivial solutions of the boundary value problem
and exists in virtue of Malgrange-Ehrenpreis's Theorem, being K a polynomial with constant coefficients. By applying the Fourier transform on both sides of equation (96) we obtain
and thereforeÊ
where PV denotes the principal value. Since for the Fourier inverse transform we haveˆP 
The convolution of the fundamental solution E with a generic function η is
A particular solution of equation (95) reads therefore
where C I P P C K is an arbitrary constant. We now look for the general solution f 
where C I P C K is an arbitrary constant. We now check if λ " 0 can be an eigenvalue. The pa, bq-entry of the integrand in (107) is 
For λ " 0 the vector valued function f I is periodic with periodicity domain U a if and only if M psq " 0, which holds true if and only if s " 0, i.e. the Yang-Mills connection is trivial. Therefore, if we choose a non trivial connection, λ " 0 cannot be an eigenvalue. For any nontrivial Jormakka's Yang-Mills connection, by Proposition 3.10 we can apply Corollary 3.9 to the hypercube cover of M R to find a lower bound for the first nonzero eigenvalue of Q 
Since there are no zero eigenvalues for the hypercubes and their intersections, (which are again hypercubes), 
and one can find an appropriate partition of unity subordinate to the hypercubes cover such that, for all R ą 0 the constant C ρ ď 2. We look now for lower bounds of the first positive eigenvalues of Q V on the hypercubes and their intersections. These depend on the vector s " ps 1 , . . . , s K q P R K , and are therefore denoted with λ 
uniformly in U for all U " U a , U a,b , as it can be seen from equation (110). Therefore, there exits a s ‰ 0 such that 
for all U and all R ą 0. The expression for the eigenvectors for U " U a in the case of the trivial connection is
which means that 
Inserting these bounds into the estimate (111) leads to
Given a constant C ą 0, for any R ą 0 we can choose L :" 
For an appropriate fix choice of C we can obtain λ 1 pQ 2 V pM Rě 1 for all R ą 0.
for the reduced Planck constant (or Dirac constant), on which Hamilton operators depend
as well as their spectra. By continuity, for Ñ 0`, Schrödinger's equation in both theories converges to Hamilton's formulation of the classical Yang-Mills equations and both spectra specpH 1 q and specpH 2 q cluster to r0`8r. If we define ∆pHq :" infpspecpHqzt0uq,
then the bound ∆pH 1 q is the mass gap of the quantum Hamiltonian corresponding to the choice of Jormakka's fields for the classical solution, and both bounds must satisfy ∆pH 1 q Ñ 0`, ∆pH 2 q Ñ 0`as Ñ 0`.
Therefore, for small enough, both bounds are very near to zero. Therefore, there exists an 0 for which ∆pH 2 q ě ∆pH 0 2 q ą 0,
and, thus, the generic quantum Yang-Mills theory has a mass gap.
Conclusion
We have constructed a non trivial Yang-Mills connection for the Minkowskian R 1,3 which can be quantized to satisfy Wightman's axioms of Constructive Quantum Field Theory for the corresponding field maps and that the spectrum of the corresponding Hamilton operator is positive and bounded away from zero except for the case of the vacuum state which has vanishing energy level. By continuity this implies the existence of a mass gap for any four dimensional quantum Yang-Mills theory on the Minkowski space. However, the existence of a four dimensional quantum Yang-Mills theory satisfying Wightman's axioms, i.e. the central part of the seventh CMI-Millenium Problem, is still open. The positive mass gap result holds true at second quantization level as well, two of eights Wightman's axioms don't. Since gluons are bosons and the particles corresponding to all solution fields in the quantization of Jormakka's classical solution, are fermions, these solution fields have no physical meaning and have therefore to be considered as ghosts.
